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Your average cloud system

• A client (frontend) issuing user requests
• Some database system for persistence
• A message queue/broker to decouple frontend and 

backend
• A backend system
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Your average workflow

1. User places an order

2. Frontend writes the order to the 
database

3. ACKs the order to the user

4. Frontend publishes a message

5. Backend receives message, reads order 
from database, and fulfills it

Silar, CC BY-SA 3.0 <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0>, 
via Wikimedia Commons @lemmster 3
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Let's build our first prototype

@
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ster
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Get a subscription for 
your favorite cloud 

provider

Set up infrastructure: 
frontend, database, 

queue, backend server

Implement and deploy 
the workflow

Test!!!



VARIABLES
  \* database
  log,

  \* frontend
  requests, future,

  \* backend
  backend,

  \* message queue
  queue
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12FrontendWrite ≜
  \* Precondition: No pending write
  ∧ future = Nil

  \* Write request to database
  ∧ ∃ o ∈ requests: 
      DB!WriteInit(o.key, o.val, LAMBDA t: future' = t)

  \* Nothing else happens.
  ∧ requests'=requests ∧ queue'=queue ∧ backend'=backend
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Consider this to be akin to a transaction; 
it either happens or it doesn't happen at 
all.  The next state of our system is 
defined by the primed variables!

(No worries, log' defined inside of 
WriteInit)



34FrontendEnqueue ≜
  \* Precondition: Pending write that succeeded
  ∧ future ≠ Nil ∧ DB!WriteSucceded(future)

  \* Acknowledge write to user
  ∧ requests’ =
      requests \ { [key ↦ future.key, val ↦ future.value] }

  \* Enqueue msg containing key to backend
  ∧ queue' = Append(queue, [k ↦ future.key, t ↦ Nil])

  \* Clear pending write
  ∧ future' = Nil

  \* Nothing else happens.
  ∧ UNCHANGED ⟨log, backend⟩
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56BackendRead ≜
  \* Precondition: Queue contains a msg
  ∧ queue ≠ ⟨⟩

  \* Receive msg from queue
  ∧ LET msg ≜ Head(queue) IN

    \* Read from database (with the given key) 
    ∃ o ∈ DB!EventualConsistencyRead(msg.k) :
       backend' = backend ∪ {o.value}

  \* Remove msg from queue
  ∧ queue' = Tail(queue)

  ∧ UNCHANGED ⟨log, requests, future⟩
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The “Test”

BackendReadsCorrectValue ≜
  ∀ req ∈ (AllRequests \ requests):

            ⋄(req.val ∈ backend)
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The diamond says that req.val will be 
eventually an element of backend. 
We don’t have to define something 
like timeouts that leads to slow and 
brittle tests.
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Demo Part II
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But at scale!

• More frontend & backend servers
• …
• More queues and databases?

• Sharding & Partitioning
• Relax database consistency
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Demo C
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Pants 
Down!

Where is 
the 
database 
code?

A database is a just log on steroids!

Database code just 200 LoCs, four 
variables, and most of the “magic” in 
the Read operator.
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GeneralRead(key, index, allowDirty) ≜
  LET maxCandidateIndices ≜ { i ∈ DOMAIN log :
         ∧ log[i].key = key
         ∧ i ≤ index }
      allIndices ≜ { i ∈ DOMAIN log :
         ∧ allowDirty
         ∧ log[i].key = key
         ∧ i > index }
  IN { [logIndex ↦ i, value ↦ log[i].value]
        : i ∈ allIndices ∪ (
          IF maxCandidateIndices ≠ {}
          THEN {Max(maxCandidateIndices)}
          ELSE {}) } ∪ 
     (IF maxCandidateIndices = {}
      THEN {NotFoundReadResult}
      ELSE {})

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2210.13661

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2210.13661
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Non-determinism
…to describe all possible 
system executions



Application of TLA+

• Consensus (Raft, Paxos, ...)

• Distributed Databases (Cosmos DB, 
DynamoDB, Mongo DB, ...)

• Hardware (cache coherence, …)

• Network protocols (p2p, …)

• Concurrency primitives (queues, critical 
section, glibc condition variable, ...)

• Cloud Security (Software Defined *)

• Dogfood

• ...

• Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
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Temporal Logic of 
Actions+

TLA+ is a specification language to 
design, document, and verify reactive 
systems.

Learn more at http://tlapl.us & 
http://examples.tlapl.us

TLA+ Webinar June 14th 
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http://tlapl.us/
http://examples.tlapl.us/
https://www.linuxfoundation.org/webinars/mastering-concurrent-algorithms-with-tla?hsLang=en


Question & 
Answers
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